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Abstract
The ark farm project in Germany is an attempt to conserve animal genetic diversity in the form of old livestock breeds
on farm. To become an ark farm, farms need to have a farming business background and fulfil certain livestock keeping
standards and stock numbers. The actual realisation of the concept, however, varies largely with individual farms. The
present study investigates one ark farm in the mid-West of Germany in order to understand the causal configuration that
lead to making the ark farm concept viable in this case. A variety of methodologies and methods was applied to collect and
analyse the case study data. Notions from farm novelty studies, strategic niche management, cultural theory, and styles of
farming were used to gain additional insights from theory. Farm independence, the presence of a change agent, and a
flexible network among others were identified as contributing to the viability of the ark farm concept on the farm in
question. Finally, the applied methodology was discussed.
Das Arche-Hof-Projekt versucht in Deutschland, tiergenetische Ressourcen durch die Erhaltung alter Nutztierrassen auf
landwirtschaftlichen Betrieben zu schützen. Um Arche-Hof zu werden, müssen landwirtschaftliche Betriebe einen
wirtschaftlichen Hintergrund haben und festgelegte Tierhaltungsstandards und Tierzahlen erfüllen. Die tatsächliche
Umsetzung des Konzepts unterscheidet sich jedoch stark von Hof zu Hof. Die vorgelegte Studie untersucht einen Arche-Hof
im mittleren Westen Deutschlands, um die kausalen Zusammenhänge zu verstehen, die zur Existenzfähigkeit des ArcheHof-Konzepts auf dem Betrieb geführt haben. Eine Vielfalt von Methodologien und Methoden wurde verwendet, um Daten
über die Fallstudie zu sammeln und auszuwerten. Konzepte aus Studien über landwirtschaftliche Neuheiten, strategic niche
management, cultural theory und styles of farming wurden für zusätzliche Einsichten herangezogen. Betriebliche
Unabhängigkeit, die Anwesenheit eines Projektvorkämpfers und ein flexibles Netzwerk wurden unter anderem als wichtige
Faktoren für die Existenzfähigkeit des Arche-Hof-Konzepts auf dem fraglichen Betrieb ermittelt. Zum Schluss wurde die
angewandte Methodologie diskutiert.
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What makes the conservation of animal genetic diversity viable on (one) farm:
introduction
Biodiversity has been increasingly recognised as a valuable good during the last decades. One
milestone was the definition of sustainable development as “meet[ing] the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” by the Brundtland
report in 1987 (WCED, 1987, p.24). With this new concept, the urgency for action in the field of
environmental conservation grew for international politics. In 1992, the second milestone was set
during the UN Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in the form of the Convention on Biological Diversity.
So far, it has been ratified by almost all countries in the world excluding the United States of America
(Secretariat of the CBD, 2010). The CBD aims at promoting sustainable development and within this
larger context at conserving the world’s diversity of biological species.
Because of the commodification of biodiversity in agriculture, so-called agrobiodiversity has
received special attention. Based on the CBD and EU policies, the German government has
developed a national strategy for the conservation of agrobiodiversity (BMELV, 2007). It includes
overarching measures such as research and networking as well as specific sectoral activities, e.g. in
agriculture (plant and animal production), forestry, and fishery. Beside regulatory measures, German
agricultural policy makes use of price and market policy and rural development initiatives. There are
also several funding programmes for the conservation of agrobiodiversity. However, the
responsibility for their implementation and often even their initiation lies at the level of provinces
(Länder) and communities.
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One initiative to conserve animal genetic resources in-situ, thus on-farm, in Germany is the ArcheHof-Projekt (ark farm project). It was conceived by the Society for the Conservation of Old and
Endangered Livestock Breeds (GEH, Gesellschaft zur Erhaltung alter und gefährdeter Haustierrassen
e.V.). Any farm that fulfils certain requirements, the most important being membership with the
GEH, certain livestock numbers and certain livestock keeping standards, and openness to the public,
can become certified by the GEH. There are two types of certificates in this project. An ark farm is a
farm that still runs a normal agricultural production business, but with a focus on protecting the
endangered species. An ark park on the other hand is a place which dedicates its business to
informing the public about the endangered breeds on the farm, e.g. in the form of a zoological
garden. (GEH, 2010) The conversion of a normal farm into an ark farm often represents the turn to
an alternative way of production, away from the dominant modern way of intensive agriculture
towards diversification and multifunctionality (Van der Ploeg, 2003, Ventura and Milone, 2004).
When looking closer at the ark farm concept and placing it into the debate about alternative ways
of farming, two points seem striking. First, it seems that alternative ways of farming are often not
considered as viable alternatives. In conversations with Urs Niggli, an expert from FiBL in
Switzerland1, it appeared that available alternatives in organic farming are often rejected because of
a certain worldview attached to them. An example for this is the bio-dynamic Demeter way of
farming, which is not only based on ecological cycles but also on spiritual rituals. Another example is
the way farming practice is embedded in cultural perceptions, well demonstrated by the discussion if
no tillage is a valid (soil and biodiversity conserving) alternative to ploughing. Many farmers still
share the belief that only a ploughed field is a “clean”, well-managed field, even though scientific
studies have proven the advantages of no tillage systems (Frey, 2010). Besides, economic and labourrelated constraints seem to be a major reason why farmers do not engage more in agrobiodiversityconserving activities, as stated by a horticultural farmer in Wiesbaden, Germany2. Despite all these
reasons, however, some farmers do choose to become an ark farm.
Second, the certificate provided by the ark farm project is rarely used as a marketing enhancer as
one might expect. In general, these kind of certificates act as incentives for consumers to pay a
higher price for an ecologically responsibly produced product (Carambas, 2007, Gullison, 2003),
making alternative ways of farming more economically viable. But instead of using this certificate as
a market advantage, the certificate is not even mentioned on products at least in the case of some
ark farms. The ark farm certificate is rather unknown and does not contribute to buyers’ decision
making. So, if the participants of the ark farm project do not use the certificate for marketing, why do
they make an effort to become certified nonetheless?
Considering the above two issues about the ark farm concept, it hence becomes interesting to
investigate why the ark farm concept survives and how it manages to contribute to the conservation
of agrobiodiversity in terms of making ark farms viable businesses. But how can one make viability
researchable?
Explaining viability is not an easy undertaking. 6 defined viability as “the capability of an [...]
institution, or more relevantly a set of [...] institutions, for being sustained within their environment
[...] despite a wide range of external pressures and internal tensions *...+.”(2003, p.397f). This means
1

Prof. Dr. sc. ETH Urs Niggli, director, Forschungsinstitut für biologischen Landbau (FiBL) in Frick, Switzerland.
www.fibl.org Personal communication on 18-03-2010.
2
Dr. Ralf Schaab, PhD agricultural sciences, horticultural farmer in Wiesbaden, Germany. www.hoferbenheim.de Personal communication on 01-04-2010.
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that viability is a dynamic process rather than a fixed state. Many variables play a role and it will be
difficult to take them all into account. In addition, investigating a process needs to meet
methodological challenges in order to avoid a reification of the process (Vayda et al., 1991), which
would lead to maintaining a black-box at the core of the explanation. Therefore, a methodology was
developed combining appropriate concepts and methods and put to a test with this study.
Thus, the aim of this thesis is twofold. First, it will trace and explain the causal configuration that
led to the initiation and the viability of the ark farm concept on one farm in the mid-West of
Germany. Second, it will put the methodology designed to investigate viability to a practical test. The
next section will give a short introduction to this methodology. After that, the case example will be
introduced with a historical and an everyday account and causal configurations will be suggested.
Then relevant theories will be introduced to gain additional insights. Concluding remarks will present
the results and a discussion will point out possible directions for further investigation.

How to trace causal configurations that lead to viability: methodology
As mentioned above, viability is difficult to investigate. As a dynamic process, it is such a complex
system that it is practically impossible to get hold of all influencing factors. However, instead of
turning the complex process into a black box and giving it agency of its own, Vayda et al. (1991)
suggest to conceptualise it as a sequence of events. Based on the definition of viability by 6 (6, 2003,
p.397f, see above), events relevant for explaining viability are the ones that involve a redefinition of
the original set of institutions due to emerging internal tensions and external pressures. If the
redefinition leads to “the same idea”, the outcome of the event is the viability of the idea the set of
institutions reproduces. This means that the original set of institutions can change, because viability
as an emergent outcome of a set of institutions in terms of an idea or a concept can be given by
many different configurations.
We now need tools to investigate events. The scholars that developed event ecology suggest “to
embrace an eclectic variety of methods, selected not by disciplinary or programmatic imperative but
rather for their utility in aiding researchers in answering questions of interest” (Walters and Vayda,
2009, p.538). The concept of middle range theory as suggested by Pawson (2000) can be helpful to
explain causal configurations that lead to the (un)successful redefinition of the original set of
institutions, or more practically: the viability of the ark farm concept. Hence, a thorough description
of the case at hand in iteration with available theoretical concepts will eventually lead to an
understanding of so-called context-mechanism-outcome (CMO) configurations (Pawson, 2000,
Pawson and Tilley, 2004). Mechanisms can be understood as “the pathway or process by which an
effect is produced” (Gerring, 2007, p.177), which depending on the context produce a certain
outcome. While outcome and context can be observed, hypotheses about mechanisms need to be
based on logical theoretical assumptions. The search for mechanisms through thick, thus detailed
and in-depth, descriptions of cases has also been called causal process tracing by some (6, 2008,
Blatter and Blume, 2008).
The analysis thus builds upon an in-depth case study of one ark farm. On-farm data collection
included participatory observation during a three week internship on the case study farm and several
free and semi-structured interviews with the farm members. Off-farm data collection was done
during a three day visit at the GEH headquarters, participatory observation during a GEH certifier visit
at another ark farm, visits to two more ark farms as well as telephone interviews with relevant
organisations. The available data were completed with various GEH reports, and a video and press
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articles about the ark farm example. All these methods should help to get a thorough overview of the
situation on and around the farm as well as create a relationship between farmer and researcher
which allows for in-depth data collection.
In order to systematise data collection, a way to represent the farm and its technicaladministrative task environment (TATE) (Benvenutti, 1975 in Ventura and Milone, 2004, p.90) is
required. Of course the farm is also embedded in the larger cultural context, but it can be expected
that this larger context is mirrored in the farm and the TATE, so that they eventually contain the
answers to the research question about the viability of the ark farm concept. Technography as a
methodology to explain the interaction between technology (here: the conservation of endangered
domestic animal breeds on farm) and society was used to structure the observations and interviews.
Within technography, four fields can be investigated to represent the farm and the TATE. The first
field is the one of materiality, referring to the interaction with the actual technology, the actual
material things (Suchman, 1987, Anderson, 1997) and embodied skills (Dant, 2005) that constitute
the technology. The second field is the one of the task group. Within it, the organisation of the task,
of the team and its interactions around the technology are matters of interest (McFeat, 1974). The
third field is sodality, which refers to how professionals organise themselves around their profession
(e.g. in a guild, see also Durkheim, 1957/print 2001). The fourth field is the one of the modality which
in contrast to sodalities describes how a community is organised (e.g. in a church). Within each of
these four perspectives, relevant players were identified and taken into consideration with the data
collection and the analysis. Here, a historical account of the farm’s development and a technographic
account of everyday practice in July 2010 will be the data basis for causal analysis.
Set of institutions

„Arche-Hof-Projekt“
GEH

Society’s
engagement with
the conservation of
animal diversity
Organisations
Modality

Organisations

Enabling
policies
Laws and
regulations
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Politics
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Nature
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Other activities
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Focus of this investigation
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Redefinition of set of institutions with outcome
“viability” or “change” of the ark farm concept

Figure 1: Scheme of interacting technographic fields with internal tensions and external pressures producing the
emergent outcome “viability” or “change” in an event of redefinition
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Redefinition of set of
institutions with outcome
“viability”

Time
Figure 2: Placing the events of redefinition with the outcome “viability” in a temporal sequence in an attempt to
display the process of “being viable”

An attempt to visualise how technographic fields interact to produce viability as an emergent
outcome of a complex system is shown in Figure 1. Because temporal change cannot be captured by
Figure 1, an attempt to display how a sequence of redefinition events leads to the process of “being
viable” is shown in Figure 2.
The causal configurations leading to events of redefinition are analysed with the help of a logical
model. In addition to this model and the knowledge of the dynamics within it, insights of relevant
theories are taken into account. The combination of theory and data then allowed for putting
forward preliminary hypotheses about mechanisms at work. As a last step, the strengths and
weaknesses of the application of the above presented methodology are critically reflected.
With the methodology outlined, the following section will introduce the case example and give a
historical account of its development.

This ark farm is not only an ark farm: case example of the Storrers’ farm
The Storrers’ farm is situated in the mid-West of Germany near Kaiserslautern. The village of
about 500 inhabitants lies on a hill between fields, forest and pasture lands, and the farm is located
at its edge. The Storrers own about 36 ha of pasture lands and forest, lease 5 ha of pastures, and take
care of an additional 15 ha nature protection area. In July 2010, nine different kinds of animals lived
on the farm: Poitou donkeys (1 male/4 female/1 cub), Rotbunte Husumer pigs (1/3/8), Thüringer
Wald goats (1/1/1), Sundheimer chicken (1/7/0), Leine geese (4/1/0), Meissner Widder rabbits
(0/5/4), lamas (1/10/0, not endangered), Border Collie dogs (1/1/0, not endangered), and cats
(1/2/0, also not endangered). Many large and small machines ease the maintenance of the pasture
lands and the farm. Jürgen and Karin Storrer are retired and both work on the farm. In addition,
Jürgen also still has a part-time job with the University of Education (Pädagogische Hochschule) in
Heidelberg he used to work for as a professor. Usually, a young volunteer doing a one year
environmental service (Freiwilliges Ökologisches Jahr) lives on the farm and helps with the care for
the animals. However, the current one left early, so that in July 2010, Karin’s daughter Johanna came
three mornings a week to help with tasks on the farm.
In order to understand the viability of the ark farm activities, thus maintaining old animal breeds,
it is interesting to look at the historical development of the farm activities in general. Based on the
collected data, three major periods can be distinguished.
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First period: the beginning development of the farm as Jürgen’s hobby (1970s-1998)
Jürgen started his farm in the 1970s. He had taken an offer to teach pedagogy to biology students
at the newly established Kaiserslautern University and had in turn declined an offer to go to Canada,
so that he wanted to build “his own little Canada” in Germany instead. He had a small farming
background, consisting of helping his aunt during summer vacation times. In addition, he learned
how to build houses during summer jobs at construction sites, because his father was an architect.
He also learned to be a car mechanic during his time with the German military. And last but not least,
he learned to cook with his aunt who is a professional cook, when he did not like the food that his
mother cooked.
His former wife joined him out in the village, but was never very enthusiastic about the farm idea.
She worked at home as a freelance translator, but did not have a large role on the farm. Jürgen on
the contrary expanded his farm with his own hands, adding home-built stables to the village house
when he eventually bought animals for the farm. As he was providing contracted landscape
conservation services to the municipality, he acquired a herd of Rhön sheep. He chose this old breed
because the sheep are robust and undemanding. Modern intensive production breeds would not
have eaten the dry grass on the pastures in the nature protection area or would have needed
additional fodder. With the sheep he also got herding dogs which he trained himself. When he
worked with a zoo pedagogy project, he became enthused about lamas and in consequence gave
two to his former wife. At this time, lamas were also still somewhat exotic and the selling of an
animal could generate some profit, so the lama herd kept growing. For some time, a few ponies also
inhabited the farm. During the week the farm was upheld by an employed manager and an elderly
man from the village, because Jürgen was busy at the university while his former wife did not engage
so much in the farm work.
Jürgen also took his farm stories back to the university and so it happened that some of his
students – teachers-to-be – asked him if they could take their pupils to his farm for a learning
excursion. In this way, the farm sporadically became an informal “out-of-school learning experience”.
In the mid-1990’s, the GEH approached Jürgen if he wanted to join their new ark farm project.
They approached him as a possible pilot farm because he was maintaining the endangered Rhön
sheep breed. However, Jürgen decided that he did not want to engage in this project, but he liked
the idea and became a paying member of the organisation.
In 1995, Jürgen got an offer from the University of Education (Pädagogische Hochschule) in
Heidelberg to become a professor. He decided to take it which meant that he would live in
Heidelberg for five days a week and only come home in the weekends. In 1997, Jürgen’s former wife
left the farm. Jürgen had developed plans to expand parts of the farm with a farm café, but the
relationship with the manager worsened. Since Jürgen could not be there during the week, he got
the impression that the manager would lay low while he was away and also serve himself rather
freely from the café supplies.
Over this first period, the hobby farm had developed into a somewhat loose bundle of semiprofessional activities. The activities had expanded from agriculture to teaching and restaurant
business, which posed different challenges to the organisation of the farm. The end of this period
thus represents a crucial tipping point for the further development of the farm.
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Second period: the farm champion arrives – development of the learning site concept and
certification as an ark farm (1998-2008)
Karin Storrer used to be a tourism manager for the municipality. She met Jürgen because his farm
was a possible destination for the trips she organised in the region. They fell in love and in 1998, she
moved in with him on the farm. Being “the new wife”, Karin made a big effort to reset petrified views
of Jürgen’s farm, especially with the village people. Jürgen had had quite some trouble to obtain
building permits for his farm and according to Karin, a lot of the older village inhabitants saw him as
“a crazy city-person who takes up farming again after we finally got rid of it”. His former wife did not
have very good relations with the neighbours and Karin wanted to make sure that people understood
that she was a different person who had nothing to do with past events. Since she is from a
neighbouring village, she hit the right tone with the villagers and slowly improved a lot of the
Storrers’ relations with the community.
Right when she moved in, Karin joined the school excursions on the farm and liked it so much that
soon she decided to give up her job and to professionalise the learning experience offer of the farm.
She went to a course about school farms at an agricultural academy in Altenkirchen and together
with Jürgen developed the concept of the farm as a “learning site”. Contrary to conventional school
farms, the contents of the programme on farm are taught by the farm personnel rather than by the
accompanying teacher(s). In this way, the time spent at the learning site is much shorter (half a day
to two days) as compared to a week(s) long stay at a school farm. The café plans for the farm were
turned into building facilities for the children visiting the learning site.
Karin also found the documents about the GEH and the ark farm project. Since she liked the idea
of maintaining the old breeds and with them the genetic diversity of farm animals and since the farm
needed to acquire more animals for the learning site anyway, Karin applied for the ark farm status.
The Storrers’ farm became officially certified as an ark farm in 2001.
In 2003, the farm was additionally certified as an environmental education facility
(Umweltbildungseinrichtung) by the province of Rheinland-Pfalz. Again, the responsible organisation
approached them rather than vice versa, because they had heard of the activities on the farm. With
increasing experience, Karin also gave a lot of presentations at conferences about the farm learning
site concept and joined discussions with a national task force about standardising and scaling up the
farm learning site. However, Karin stopped participating in these discussions when she realised that
more and more non-farmer and non-teacher participants delayed the progress of the task force. She
nevertheless engaged in a more local initiative with the province, which she developed together with
the minister of the province and his team.
In addition to the learning site activities, Karin offered monthly two-hour guided farm visits and
organised a Christmas market with environmental and social organisations from the region.
In order to complete the farm team after the former manager had left, the Storrers employed two
female volunteers who joined an environmental volunteering programme for one year (Freiwilliges
Ökologisches Jahr), which is recognised by the state as an official social service gap year for example
between high school and studies. The volunteers had their own apartment and since most of them
moved away from home for the first time, the Storrers made a point of them learning to be selfsufficient.
Even though Jürgen was still largely involved in the actual agricultural farm activities, such as the
herding of his sheep, the production of hay and the maintenance of the nature protection area, Karin
had taken over large parts of the farm, partly because she had the labour time available, partly
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because she was the actual champion of the activities. Jürgen also started referring to her as the one
in charge of organising the farm.
Third period: illness, end of learning site and open end (2008-now)
In 2008, Karin experienced a stroke. Luckily, her health could be restored in a way that she can
continue with her life nearly the same as before. However, lots of noise and large groups of people as
well as too much stress became unbearable for her, so that Jürgen and Karin decided to put an end
to the learning site activities. Later, they also got to know that they had made a mistake with the tax
computation and that it would have needed to be done in a different, much more complicated and
labour-intensive way in order to maintain the separation between farm and not-for-profit learning
site organisation. Furthermore, Jürgen decided to apply for early retirement and withdrew from his
professor position in Heidelberg. After some time, his former university in Heidelberg approached
him about a part-time project work. Even though the learning site and the contracted landscape
conservation activities generated some income, the farming activities never reached a level to fully
cover the expenses. So Jürgen took the chance to work part-time as a freelance, but taking on this
job meant that he would be away again during one or two days in the week. As a consequence, they
sold the sheep herd of about 250 animals in the beginning of the year 2010, because it was a lot of
stress for Karin if they managed to break out while Jürgen was away. With stopping the learning site
and selling the sheep herd, only the contracted landscape conservation activities remain as a farming
business activity.
At the time of the study in July 2010, Karin and Jürgen were managing the farm in a relaxed way,
using it as a refuge from the busy world and enjoying the company of their animals. They do not
intend to give up the breeding of animals very soon, but because the interaction between ark farm
and learning site has gone, they will focus more on the animals that they are really passionate about.
It is therefore possible that the GEH will deny them the ark farm certificate in the future, because the
Storrers will not comply with all the criteria anymore. However, the vision and sufficient resources
are still there and there is no reason to believe that the Storrers will stop breeding animals before
either one will come to an end. In addition, the GEH is also revising the criteria for the ark farm
project, so that it is also possible that the Storrers’ farm will remain an ark farm even with changing
livestock numbers and business background.
The above is a historical account of how the Storrers’ farm developed. In order to understand the
farm’s culture and the Storrers’ attitude towards the ark farm project even better, the next section
will explain how they maintain their farm in everyday life.

How the ark farm is maintained: an account of everyday life in July 2010
Based on the four perspectives of technography, the following section will present how the
Storrers do farming. Technography can help here to understand the practice of conserving
endangered livestock breeds as well as the technical-administrative task environment (TATE)
(Benvenutti, 1975 in Ventura and Milone, 2004, p.90), in which the farm functions.
In the materiality perspective, all interactions with material things and animals are relevant. On
the one hand, Jürgen is very enthusiastic about machines and building things himself, so over the
years the farm has grown to a size which is now too large (also because of the unexpected stop of
the learning site and sheep sales of course). Nevertheless, he is still enjoying fixing things himself,
and in general, there is nothing technical he seems afraid of. Of course, he accepts the expertise of a
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machinist (or other expert) if a problem exceeds his knowledge or solving capacity, but he is an
autodidact when it comes to farming and all the manual things that are required to maintain a farm.
His relationship with the animals is rather practical. He is consistent and fair, but strict with them,
always being the animals’ master and trying to be in control. Jürgen does not like paper work and
enjoys the farm as a retreat from his work as a professor.
Karin, on the other hand, has a much more caring attitude towards the animals. She is also
practical, not fussing with using the meat of their animals for example, but she has much more a
motherly attitude towards them. Especially with the donkeys, she is much more patient than Jürgen
and in this way can connect better to them through a trust relationship. She is the one taking care of
the paper work, because someone has to do it, and she is happy to leave the more technical tasks of
the farm to Jürgen if her help is not required. Especially after her stroke, she enjoys the quiet of the
farm and especially the donkeys, getting frequently overwhelmed with the jumpy herding dogs.
Johanna, as a temporary member of the task group, is the most patient with animals and has a
very good feeling for them.
Naturally, the members of the task group do not have the same relationship with all individual
animals nor with all breeds. They do have their favourites, e.g. Jürgen his sheep and dogs and Karin
her donkeys. However, even though their affection and knowledge about some species exceeds their
affection and knowledge about others, they seem intrinsically motivated to maintain a variety of
species even without the learning site.
The task group was rather small at the time of observation. The task under investigation is the
maintenance of the endangered livestock breeds on farm in terms of maintaining the animals,
interacting with breeding organisations, and maintaining the farm. The actual task of breeding
animals in terms of selection processes and breeder meetings is not very strongly incorporated on
the Storrers’ farm. They focus more on the maintenance of the animals, looking at reproduction from
a practical point of view. With the donkeys for example, they leave decisions about father animals to
the donkey trader that keeps contact with breeders of the original population in France. They also do
not engage in competitions by the breeding organisations and used to have their sheep inspected
only for the sake of getting better papers for them, leading to a higher sales value.
Within the task group, Jürgen and Karin complement each other perfectly. They respect each
other and what each can contribute to the farm. Jürgen frequently calls Karin “the one in charge”,
and she is certainly the one that takes over with the more “motherly”, interpersonal and personanimal tasks. She takes care of the volunteer they employ, sick animals, etc. She also has the natural
authority to check on everyone to make sure that tasks are thoroughly completed and was
sometimes even asked to do so by Jürgen, who can be a bit rash with the execution of his tasks.
However, in a stress situation, Jürgen will always take the lead, and Karin and Johanna will accept
that, even if they do not agree with what he does (e.g. treating the donkeys impatiently). Johanna is
a rather introvert person whose calm attitude makes her easy to work with, not challenging the
hierarchy in the team. She has a very good connection with her mother, but it did not seem as if that
would cause any problems with Jürgen. My position in the team as a voluntary (research) intern was
between distant and trusted. The volunteers usually do not take part in the family life of the farm.
However, my curiosity about the farm life was rewarded with enthusiastic teaching and sharing of
information and the Storrers and I developed a pleasant and trusted professional relationship. The
group culture that I could observe was a practical attitude towards farming mixed with a caring
attitude towards people and animals and a relaxed attitude towards the farming business as a hobby.
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The Storrers’ interactions with the sodality of breeding endangered animal breeds were limited to
the practical aspects of maintaining the farm. They are members of breeding organisations and other
supporting farming organisations as long as they see a use in it. In general, they prefer to remain as
independent as possible from outside obligations. They are also members of nature protection
organisations and the GEH because they want to support their cause. This is also why they finally
applied for the ark farm certificate when the farm developed in a direction that it was easily
combinable with their ongoing (newly developed learning site) activities.
The GEH as the major sodality is a rather flexible organisation that builds on the voluntary
commitment of its members. Therefore they also admit their applicants some room for manoeuvre
to comply with the ark farm standards. In general, they want to see that the farmers carry on the
original idea of the ark farm concept, namely the dedicated breeding of at least three endangered
livestock breeds in different size categories (large sized, middle sized, small animals). In the same
line, they expect farmers to be open to the public and spread information about the breeds and the
importance of the maintenance of animal genetic diversity. However, they take trade-offs into
account. E.g. when farmers do good breeding work, but prefer sporadic visits by interested people to
engaging in organised publicity, they will not insist on the latter. The same accounts for the business
aspect of the farm. The GEH aims at maintaining the livestock as “use animals” and promotes the
motto “maintain through consumption” (“Erhalten durch Aufessen”). Farmers earning their living
with the animals or only occasionally using them for meat or other products will both be accepted if
the combination with the other two criteria is decided to be appropriate. This decision is taken by a
team of representatives of which one member at least will visit the farm in person before the
certificate is issued. Yearly stock figure checks and biennial visits to the farm shall guarantee that the
ark farm concept is maintained as approved by the GEH. The visits depend on the number of
volunteers available and can therefore also happen every three years only.
In the Storrers’ case, the modality plays only a minor role. Of course the modality is largely
responsible for Jürgen’s high status as a professor, which gives him certain freedom to maintain his
outsider role in the village without engaging much with the community. It also gives him the
authority to promote his endeavour with an air of respectability. The same accounts for Karin, who is
respected by many because she has moved a lot of things during her time as a tourism manager with
the local municipality.
Since the conservation of endangered domestic animal breeds takes only a minor role in societal
concern at the moment, the modality does not interact much with the endeavours of the GEH and
the ark farm members. On the contrary, for example with politics, they constantly have to fight their
way through in order to be heard. Because of this, the ark farm concept and the reasoning behind it
take somewhat an outsider role in the modality. Subsidies are hardly available and differ regionally.
In the case of the Storrers no financial support from the government is available for the conservation
of old livestock breeds. Laws and regulations apply for them as for any other small farm and do not
interact with the particularity of the ark farm project.
Based on the above display of the historical and the everyday account of the farm, the next
section will hypothesise about how the interplay of context and mechanisms produce the outcome of
a viable ark farm.
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Why did they become and stay an ark farm: causal configurations
In order to investigate the context-mechanism-outcome configurations, we will start with
hypothesising about the configuration that has led to the initiation of the ark farm as the event that
redefined the existing set of institutions into a set of institutions that reproduces the ark farm
concept. For this, we look within all four technographic fields for factors that (possibly) contributed
to the establishment of the ark farm project at the Storrers’ farm. The temporal perspective is from
the time the GEH first approached Jürgen about the ark farm project to the actual certification of his
farm as an ark farm.
From the materiality perspective, the following factors are relevant. First of all, Jürgen already
owned a herd of Rhön sheep which are listed as endangered on the GEH red list. Since endangered
livestock breeds are generally robust, stress-resistant and easy to deal with, he chose for that breed
when he started his landscape conservation activities. Because of his breeding activities, the GEH
contacted him in the 1990s about joining the ark farm project, and even though he did not join the
project then, he became a member of the GEH and regularly received information about their
activities. Furthermore, the agricultural facilities of the farm were already established and the sheep
and the contracted landscape activities were part of a farming sideline business. Jürgen owned and
leased enough land to produce his own hay, and there were enough machines and buildings for the
maintenance of the farm. In addition, there was building space for the expansion, because the farm
café plans had not worked out so well. In this way, physical and natural capital was readily available.
For the task group perspective, it is necessary to not only take into account the skills provided by
the group members, but also their intentions and thoughts in terms of the group’s culture. Jürgen is a
professor for biology and pedagogy. With this job, he can provide the farm with financial resources.
In addition, it is probable that his knowledge of biological systems, his knowledge about societal
issues, and his general openness for learning about new things led to an understanding of the
importance of the maintenance of genetic diversity. In combination with his general desire to
contribute to society, this might be the reason why he thinks that the conservation of genetic
diversity is a good deed, which he can realise with the ark farm. The same accounts for the learning
site. His job made him aware of the need for innovative learning methods leading to better education
as a contribution to society. Moreover, Jürgen developed skills and knowledge about practical tasks
such as building stables during his youth and his time as a hobby farmer. These skills and knowledge
saved him some money and organisational hassle when changing and expanding farm buildings.
The second person involved in the task group is the manager. His trust relationship with Jürgen
had slowly eroded, also because the plan to expand the farm with a farm café was not realised by
him in the way that Jürgen thought they had agreed to. The third person involved is Jürgen’s former
wife. She left the farm because she did not want to live a farmer’s life anymore. Last but not least is
Karin. She came to the farm without much knowledge about farming, but bringing with her a lot of
knowledge about event management and the willingness to give up her job and to manage the farm
full-time. She also has a strong feeling that she would like to contribute to society, and she perceives
the ark farm project and the learning site as one way to do so. With the ongoing school farm
activities, professionalization of the learning site only required few investments more.
Within the sodality perspective, the GEH probably provided the Storrers with information and
contacts for their endeavour. However, their contribution comes in only rather late in the picture,
because it is largely about the procurement of the animals, and eventually about the official approval
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of their new status: the ark farm certificate. Since Jürgen had already been a member of the GEH
since the mid 1990s, since he already has a farming sideline business, and since they were adhering
to livestock keeping standards out of own motivation anyway, most of the GEH certification standard
played only a minor role for the Storrers’ application preparations. Only the ark farm criteria about
livestock numbers and breed varieties influenced the decision making by the Storrers.
Within the modality perspective, no changes immediately contributed to the initiation of the ark
farm. It is possible that Jürgen’s position as a professor, in Germany generally considered being of
high prestige, plus his status as a newcomer to the village community made Jürgen rather unbound
by societal conventions and thus free to take on and deal with the challenge of being the “crazy parttime farmer” as the villagers used to call him according to Karin. Since the Storrers maintained their
rather isolated position in the village, since they took all relevant laws and regulations into
consideration, and since the province does not provide subsidies for the ark farm or learning site,
there was no need for further interaction.
From the elaboration above, it already becomes clear that the causal chains involved in the
configuration that led to the initiation of the ark farm are often cutting across more than one
technographic perspective. Figure 3 is an attempt to display this causal configuration without
clarifying the exact temporal sequence to give the reader a visual overview. Nevertheless, a figure
can never be more than a simplification of reality, and Figure 3 cannot claim to be more. Since the
classification of factors as context, mechanisms, and outcomes depends largely on where the causal
chain starts and ends, and in this sense is rather arbitrary, it will be left to the reader to zoom into
the picture as much as he or she likes.
The Storrers’ farm was certified as an ark farm in 2001 and kept the certification without
interruption until the time of the study in July 2010. However, Karin’s disease and all its
consequences represent a major change in the configuration of the farm leading to a major change in
how the farm fulfils the ark farm certificate criteria. We will therefore discuss this as a second
relevant event of redefinition.
Since the trigger for the event of redefinition lies within the task group perspective, we will start
here this time. With Karin’s stroke, the configuration of the task group changed because one of its
major members dropped out and came back with reduced capacities only. The task of maintaining
the animal breeds did not change. However, the task of maintaining the learning site became too
much for Karin and the team, so that they decided to stop it. Jürgen also decided that his wife was
more important to him than his work, so he applied for early retirement. Later he took on a part-time
project work with the university to have some additional income.
Especially the latter decision about the part-time job led to a major change in the materiality of
the farm: The sheep herd as the major contribution to the farming business apart from the
contracted landscape conservation activities was sold.
This led to a change in how the farm meets the sodality’s (the GEH’s) expectations. The business
and the publicity criteria are only partly fulfilled now and even though the Storrers still engage with
breeding endangered livestock breeds in the numbers required by the GEH, it will be a matter of
their representative committee to decide in the future if the Storrers still comply with their vision of
the ark farm concept. So far, no actions have been taken and it is probable that the Storrers will
remain an ark farm for some time at least.
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The modality has also had a small influence on the decision of stopping the learning site, because
some misunderstanding with the tax declaration and resulting higher administrative requirements
led to the decision to not engage with these requirements and rather quit the activity.
In this event of redefinition, the ark farm concept eventually survived in a reduced version,
whereas the learning site was abandoned.
Apart from the above explained two major events of redefinition of the ark farm concept, leading
to a major reorganisation of the set of institutions on farm, several smaller events have led to
redefinition during the period since 2001. For example, the learning site activities have become more
official because a regional organisation approached the Storrers about certifying their school farm as
part of one of their projects in 2003. Especially Karin was also frequently invited as an expert to
explain the concept she and her husband had developed for bringing children in touch with farming.
She engaged in a national task force that intended to scale up the project. However, in the end it
turned out that she became impatient with the slow processes of spreading the innovation and
decontextualising it for a broader audience. In this way, the changes in the organisation of the farm,
particularly within the task group with her being more absent from the farm, became undone and
the ark farm concept remained unchanged. Other examples include the (failed) establishment of a
farm shop, the membership with a rival organisation with the GEH, and the cooperation with a
donkey trader when there was a misunderstanding with the GEH donkey representative, which in all
cases did not lead to any changes with the ark farm concept on farm.
Since the above analysis is based on only one short case study, it seems useful to look for
additional insights with relevant theories.

Explaining innovation: strategic niche management (SNM) and farm novelty
Why would farmers decide to become an ark farm? First, the incentives for becoming an ark farm
are small because the concept is an appearance at the margin of societal concern at the moment and
it does not provide the farmers with immediate lucrative business perspectives. Second, the ark farm
concept is only roughly outlined in practice with its flexible criteria. So, how do farmers initiate new
configurations on their farm and how do they make the outside idea of the ark farm concept work for
their farm? At least the following two theoretical perspectives –strategic niche management (SNM)
and farm novelty – can be helpful to find answers to these questions.
The Storrers’ farm has been the cradle of two (combined) innovations. One innovation in the form
of making the ark farm concept work on farm was motivated by the outside, in particular by the
information provided by the GEH. The second innovation was more intrinsically developed, namely
the new concept of the learning site. SNM applies here, because it deals among other things with
how innovation comes about in a protected space such as the Storrers’ independent small farm.
Studies explaining farm novelty especially focus on how farms outside the modernist intensive
agricultural mainstream creatively organise themselves, just as the Storrers did.
Studies of SNM investigate how experiments in protected spaces can evolve into a large-scale
innovation at technological and institutional level and in this way change the existing socio-technical
regime (Geels and Raven, 2006, Roep et al., 2003, Caniels and Romijn, 2008, Schot and Geels, 2008,
Moors et al., 2004). Of course, the situation of the Storrers is different from the settings that SNM
scholars mostly deal with. In their study on a Dutch agricultural innovation project, Roep et al. (2003)
mention two major differences between the industrial and the farming setting for novelty creation.
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First, they refer to the specificity of the agricultural production process as a coproduction with nature
in an open system. Second, they point out the structural difference between the industrial sector
with large companies with research and development units and the agricultural sector which often
consists of many small family farms. Both considerations also apply to the Storrers’ case.
Furthermore, this study only investigates the local niche, not the whole dissemination and scaling-up
process of the innovation. Last but not least, the innovations we are looking at, namely the ark farm
concept and the learning site, are only in the very far sense a commodity or a technology. Thus, the
classification of trajectories and niches in SNM (Geels and Schot, 2007, Schot and Geels, 2007) does
not apply.
Having stated the limitations of applying SNM to the case, we can focus on the insights that can
be helpful to explain the initiation of the ark farm in the Storrers’ case. The core of SNM are the three
following insights about internal processes that lead to successful development of technological
niches: “(1) [t]he articulation of expectations and visions [...], (2) [t]he building of social networks [...],
(3) [l]earning processes at multiple dimensions” (Schot and Geels, 2008, p.540). We can say that the
Storrers engaged in all three of these processes, even though the articulation of a vision was done
more implicitly. In addition, Caniels and Romijn (2008) identified characteristics of the technology as
strong conditions and facilitating contextual factors and the general landscape as softer factors
contributing to the success of the innovation process. Among the strong conditions are the creation /
existence of a safe space, a broad network around the technology, an economic potential, openness
for development in different directions, and attractiveness of the new technology. The ark farm
concept does not comply with all these strong conditions (e.g. the economic potential), which might
be a reason why it is not broadly taken up by more farms. However, other conditions such as the safe
space and the openness and attractiveness of the ark farm concept do apply here and are among the
reasons why it flourished on the Storrers’ farm. The softer factors mentioned by Caniel and Romijn
refer to “structural regime instability”, “sufficient institutional support, actor skills, knowledge and
techniques” as well as “broad public support” (ibid., p.250). The first and the third of these factors
are not in place, which again might be a reason why the ark farm concept has not yet spread more
broadly. The second factor though applies in the Storrers’ case and has largely influenced the
development of the ark farm, especially in terms of available knowledge and skills. Last but not least,
Roep et al. draw lessons for SNM in agriculture (2003, p.211f). They refer to (1) the importance of a
learning environment, (2) engaging with diversity, (3) making new connections within and between
existing networks, (4) the necessity of continuous alignment visions and partners, (5) improving
individual situations as part of the process, and (6) the importance of change agents. Not all their
lessons apply to the Storrers’ case because they do not see themselves as part of a larger network
innovation process and make an effort to stay independent. However, especially the last lesson is
relevant because Karin’s arrival at the farm is crucial for the innovation, not only in terms of
additional resources, but also in terms of her determination to make the project run.
When looking at the spreading of the ark farm concept and the learning site concept, even more
insights could be gained from SNM. Since the focus of this study is the Storrers’ farm, however, this
discussion will be postponed to another time.
Studies about farm novelty (Oostindie and van Broekhuizen, 2008, Ventura and Milone, 2004) are
relevant because they investigate how farmers who have not taken the road to large-scale
modernism have created a niche of their own. Several insights overlap with insights from SNM, such
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as the importance of a change agent, institutional support, protected spaces and contextual
knowledge. Oostindie and van Broekhuizen (2008), just as Roep et al. (2003, see above), also
mention the interaction between the natural and the social as having particular co-production and
feedback characteristics that other innovatory spaces do not have. In the Storrers’ case, these
feedback mechanisms by nature have also strongly influenced the viability of the ark farm concept.
After all, the sheep breaking out once in a while has led to the decision of selling them after Karin
could not cope with that stress anymore because of her stroke. This led to an event of redefinition,
which in a way is also a small innovation because the farm had to be reorganised. Ventura and
Milone (2004) start exactly from this point with a perspective of reducing transaction costs through
economy of scope rather than economy of scale in the case of small farms. Because the entrepreneur
is looking for the most efficient ways to organise his business, but because the information about
these ways available to him is only incomplete, he engages in a constant reorganisation of his
business responding to changing endogenous and exogenous factors. In the case of small farms
outside the mainstream modernisation scheme, this often translates into a redefinition of farm
boundaries towards multifunctionality and entering non-agricultural sectors such as tourism for
example. From a viability point of view, an organisation needs some way of institutional settlement
in order to survive the reorganisation. The section on cultural theory below will elaborate on that.

Figure 4: Interaction between environment and farm in the innovation process (taken from Ventura and
Milone, 2004, p.71)
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Going back to the question how innovation comes about, eventually, the event of reorganisation can
be the birth of an innovation. Ventura and Milone have collected the internal and external factors
that influence the farm during the innovation process and describe its interactions with its technicaladministrative task environment (TATE) in Figure 4. All the points mentioned can be found in the
Storrers’ case. Eventually, their trajectory ends in an isolated or punctual innovation, because they
chose not to engage with the spreading of their concepts on the long term. However, because
players such as the GEH for the ark farm concept and the national task force for the learning site
concept spread the idea, it is possible that the innovation will be taken up more broadly even
without their effort.
Insights from SNM and farm novelty can answer the questions about why and how farmers
engage in innovative processes. Especially the interactions between the social and the natural which
pose constant challenges to farm management as a reason to innovate play a role in the Storrers’
case, because their business focus is not so strong. How the Storrers managed to keep their
innovations alive can best be explained by the safe space they created, their skills and knowledge,
Karin’s role as a change agent, and their network contacts.
The next section will discuss theoretical insights that focus entirely on viability.

Explaining viability: cultural theory and styles of farming
In search of theories that explain viability, cultural theory and styles of farming seemed valuable
for two reasons. First, cultural theory is rather abstract, which makes a practical application
potentially insightful because it requires “new” thinking. Second, styles of farming, as a very practical
concept, deals with cases such as the Storrers’ multifunctional small farm, which makes it probable
to find an applicable explanation for the viability of small farms.
The theory of sociocultural viability, or short cultural theory, as put forward and applied by
Douglas, Thompson, and others (6, 2003, Hardill et al., 2007, Douglas, 1999, Douglas, 2004,
Thompson, 1995, Thompson et al., 1990, Hood, 1995, Lodge et al., 2010) is based on a grid-group
typology of viable ways of life as a combination of cultural bias and social relations. Grid here refers
to the formal and informal rules externally imposed on an individual. Group means the degree of
belongingness to a particular group. Using these two dimensions, four possible viable categories can
be defined: hierarchy (high grid, high group), egalitarianism (low grid, high group), individualism (low
grid, low group), and fatalism (high grid, low group). In addition, there is one “anti-category”: the
hermit, who is autonomous of the social system and has neither grid nor group influence. For a
visualisation of the grid-group-typology, see Figure 5.
+

Fatalism

Grid

Hierarchy
Group

-

+

Individualism

Egalitarianism
-

Figure 5: Grid-group typology (based on Thompson et al., 1990)
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Thompson et al. (1990) attempted to make the model more dynamic. They explain how the
categories are not to be seen as static and fixed entities, but rather as viable (stable in terms of selfreproducing) points in an elsewhere unstable landscape. In this way, all kinds of combinations and
halfways are possible, but in the end, only the four ways of life defined by the grid-group typology
can survive in terms of viable, self-reproducing combinations of cultural bias and social relationships.
Hood (1995), in his study about bureaucracy, introduced several hybrids between two of the four
ways of life and claimed that they could also be viable. Also Thompson (1995) suggests “clumsy
institutions”, involving all four ways of life, as a way of finding viable solutions acceptable for all.
6 (2003) goes even one step further. He combines the notion of needing a settlement between all
four ways of life with a conceptualisation of the internal dynamics in such a settling institution. He
describes these dynamics as positive and negative feedback, where the former describes a process of
reinforcing the way of life towards radicalisation and the latter the encounter and clash between
different ways of life. Too much of either feedback will be destructive and because of this, a viable
form of settlement does not need to be static but needs to compensate or at least moderate the
violence of these dynamics. He presents four possible ways of settlements: (1) toleration for example
through open dialogue in clumsy institutions, (2) separation or contingency with distinct sectors, (3)
exchange or mutual dependency with reciprocal support, and (4) compromise or hybridity with
reciprocal trade-offs. They can again be displayed in a four way diagram if we typify them according
to the level of similarity within the ways of life or solidarities and the level of similarity between them
(see Figure 6).
In the real life example presented, it seems that ways of life are chosen according to the partner
of the social relation and the situation. The independency of the Storrers with professional
organisations and the community for example is a sign for individualism. Within their task group,
however, they are egalitarian in terms of organising their work in a fluent and improvised way based
on a shared vision of how things need to be done. In stress situations though, they switch to a
hierarchical organisation with Jürgen as the uncontested leader. We can even find fatalist tendencies
when it comes to the administrative obligations with rules and regulations that the Storrers have.

Figure 6: Ways of institutional settlements between the four ways of life (solidarities) (taken from 6, 2003,
p.409)
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They accept that they have to fulfil them and do not challenge them, but they do not like it. In this
way, they perform a temporal or spatial “strategy switching”, which has been put in context of the
separation / contingency settlement by 6 (2003, p.405). As far as the similarity between and within
solidarities is concerned, we could say both are quite low. The farm and the components of its TATE
differ largely, and at the same time the farm task group itself as well as the components of the TATE
consist of actors with different perspectives and ambitions. 6 does not go into detail about the
concept of similarity as he suggests it. He only makes a short statement, referring to “styles of
consumption, religion, politics, personal aspiration, etc.” (ibid., p.407). But one factor that seems
strikingly different between the actors and organisations involved is their power position in relation
to the whole system. The Storrers are relatively powerless meaning that they have little or no
influence on the solidarities they are dealing with when it comes to the state and the professional
organisations. Also power structures within the task group seem to be rather uncontested and fixed.
Fine and Kleinman state that “culture can be employed strategically and should not be
conceptualized as a conditioned response” (1979, pp.12-13, cited in Granovetter, 1983), which in
combination with the Storrers’ power position would explain why they use a separation /
contingency way of settlement.
A less abstract way of explaining viability is presented by van der Ploeg with his concept of styles
of farming (Hebinck and van der Ploeg, 1997, Van der Ploeg, 1994) and placing the farm in a sociotechnical network (Van der Ploeg, 2003). Even though van der Ploeg’s work does not focus on the
viability of what he calls a style of farming, his concept can be useful to explain why small farms
survive.
Van der Ploeg offers definitions for the concept at three interconnected levels: (1) “A farming
style is a coherent set of strategic notions about the way in which farming should be practised.” (2)
“A farming style also appears as a particular practice: as an internally consistent, congruous, way of
farming.” (3) “*A+ farming style can be defined as a set of particular relations between markets and
technology supply, on the one hand, and farming, on the other.” (2003, p.111). For the ark farm case,
the three levels can be interpreted as follows. The first level of notions is the ark farm concept, which
is roughly outlined and combines a set of ideas around the maintenance of endangered domestic
animal breeds on farm. The second level is the farm itself. In interaction with the local cultural
repertoire, the ark farm concept is contextualised to the farm situation. This also explains why the
realisation of the ark farm concept differs largely between individual farms. At the third level, van der
Ploeg suggests that small farms have a socio-technical network which consists mostly of weak ties. As
opposed to large, specialised farms with many strong ties and thus dependency relationships, small
farms are more flexible in strategically choosing and switching their relationships. As Granovetter
states in his theory about weak ties, a network of weak ties becomes more valuable the larger it gets
and the more “bridging ties” it contains, referring to connections with distant networks with other
information and resources (1983, 1973). In the Storrers’ case, the network of weak ties is very large
as compared to their dependency relationships which are few. They even profited from information
and resources coming to them through their network (e.g. information about the ark farm project
and request to certify the learning site), which is not explicitly mentioned by Granovetter who
focuses more on how an individual actively makes use of his weak ties (ibid.).
We can therefore conclude that the flexibility of the socio-technical network is an important
factor for the viability of a small farm such as the Storrers’ ark farm.
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Both cultural theory and styles of farming do not give an explanation for viability as a dynamic
process. However, the conclusions about which characteristics a small ark farm has to have in order
to become viable (a way of institutional settlement and a flexible network of weak ties) can give
valuable hints for further research on viability.
The next section will conclude about the insights of this study.

What makes the conservation of animal genetic diversity viable on (one) farm: conclusion
and discussion of results
One aim of this thesis was to answer the question of what makes the conservation of endangered
domestic animal breeds under the ark farm concept viable on one particular ark farm. Based on the
above analysis, the following list of mechanisms can be named as contributing to the redefinition of
the farm set of institutions with the outcome of making the ark farm concept viable on the Storrers’
farm:
1. The combination of professional use (learning site and landscape conservation), idealism
(contributing to society) and hobby (farming as relaxation and balance) together created
enough purpose for the maintenance of several endangered livestock breeds of different
species.
2. The existing farm plus the failed expansion ideas gave the newly arrived project champion
Karin the space to get motion in the ark farm and the learning site project. Karin’s
openness, creativity and perseverance made her a change agent even before she came to
the farm.
3. The large network of weak ties that both Jürgen and Karin have made the management of
their farm flexible and independent. It also transferred information about opportunities to
them and to other network partners, who sometimes even came back to the farm with
their own ideas and offers.
4. The GEH’s failed approach about Jürgen becoming an ark farm in the 1990s provided Karin,
who otherwise would not have known about the idea, with the information about the
project at the time of her arrival.
5. Keeping relationships with professional organisations flexible, having an independent status
in society as a professor, and accepting and adhering to the governmental framework
created a protected space with room for manoeuvre to experiment with innovative ideas.
6. In the Storrers’ case, strategy switching is an appropriate way of institutional settlement,
creating a protected space in a rather powerless situation at the margin of societal concern.
7. The interactions between the social and the natural are unpredictable and pose the biggest
immediate threat to the viability of the ark farm concept and the Storrers’ farm in general.
The above list is a summary of the results of only one short case study. It can answer the research
question for the farm under investigation, but there is no possibility to generalise the results. Causal
process tracing in an advanced version suggests a looped research design, where the researcher
applies the iteration between theory and data several times in order to refine and weigh the
hypotheses about context-mechanism-outcome configurations (CMO) of a particular case (Vellema
and Glover, 2009). With this perspective in mind, the results of this study can be valuable to draft a
new research design for a second loop about the viability of the ark farm concept. Since it is
improbable to conduct in-depth case studies like the one presented on all 80 ark farms in Germany,
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the results above plus similar results from a limited number of in-depth case studies could help to
make informed choices about typifying ark farms and to come up with patterns that lead to viability
for each type. Based on the mechanisms presented above, focus of a future comparative study could
be:
1. Can professional use, idealism or hobby alone or in the combination of two be sufficient to
make the ark farm concept viable? If yes, which motivation / combination of motivations
occurs on which type of ark farm?
2. Can the ark farm concept be initiated / become viable without a strong change agent and /
or without an existing promoting background (farming, skills, etc.)? What characteristics
does the change agent have and do they differ for different types of ark farms?
3. What are the characteristics of the flexible network of weak ties that makes the ark farm
concept viable? Are there differences between the different types of ark farms?
4. How does information about the ark farm project spread? How did the farms that the GEH
approached make the ark farm concept viable? How did the farms that approached the
GEH make the ark farm concept viable?
5. Are there differences between the way the protected space was created and maintained
between different types of ark farms?
6. Is strategy switching the way of institutional settlement of choice for ark farms, or are there
differences between different types of ark farms?
7. Are there more immediate threats to the viability of the ark farm concept than what can
arise from the interactions between the social and the natural? Are there differences
between different types of ark farms?
With the detection of patterns within the ark farm project and the answering of the questions
above, it becomes possible to generalise, test and weigh hypotheses about CMO at work, to answer
the research question about the viability of the ark farm concept in a more general way, and possibly
even to draw conclusions about innovation and multifunctional farming.
Another result of the study presented is that the concepts of agrobiodiversity-conserving farming,
small multifunctional farms, the conservation of endangered livestock breeds, and finally the ark
farm concept itself are not as homogenous and self-explanatory as expected. The diversity of
realisations of the ark farm concept poses not only a challenge to the researcher, but also to the
practitioners working with ark farms with the GEH, especially when it comes to certification
procedures and database management3. Further research could certainly help meeting some of the
practical challenges encountered by the GEH. Furthermore, the fuzziness of the concepts leads to a
challenge for finding the right unit of analysis. This study focused on the farm as a space where the
ark farm concept is made viable. However, a focus on the breeding activity for example is also
possible. In this case, not only the farmers and their employees, but staff of breeding organisations,
animal traders, GEH employees and volunteers and probably more people would become part of the
task group and the analysis would look very different and lead to different results. Besides, is a farm
still a farm if its main income is derived from non-agricultural activities? This and more questions

3

Personal communication with Antje Feldmann, manager of the GEH headquarters in Witzenhausen, and
Babette Balzer, ark farm project coordinator, in August 2010.
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arising from the considerations above cannot be answered by the present study. Instead, they
represent interesting starting points for future research.
Having discussed how much the present study could meet the aim of answering the research
question, one last issue remains. The next section will scrutinise the strength of the methodology
applied.

Investigating viability: conclusion and discussion of methodology
Based on the above presented data and analysis, a conclusion has been drawn. But how strong is
the conclusion? This last section will reflect on the methodology and theories used in order to show
weaknesses of this study and more possible directions for future research.
To begin with, viability was made researchable by conceptualising it as a sequence of events.
Indeed is the analysis of events somewhat more concrete than the analysis of a process. However,
also an event is not a point in time, and even Walters and Vayda in their account on event ecology
are not very clear about where to start and stop looking for causal connections (2009). They suggest
being pragmatic and basically rely on the researcher’s trained intuitive skills to determine what to
look for (apart from obvious budget and time constraints in some projects). Also the choice of events
to investigate is rather arbitrary. Of course, some events are obviously more relevant than others,
but after all, a process is a line of an infinite number of events, which can never all be taken into
consideration. If possible at all, future studies might be able to develop an even more systematic
methodological conceptualisation of viability, process and event.
In order to establish causal connections, the notions of context-mechanism-outcome
configurations (CMO) (Pawson, 2000, Pawson and Tilley, 2004), of middle-range theory (Pawson,
2000) and of causal process tracing (6, 2008, Blatter and Blume, 2008) were leveraged. First, based
on the experience from this study, CMO has not proven as a necessary concept to establish causal
connections. The lack of concreteness of the concept of mechanism makes it difficult to practically
use it to determine CMO from an empirical account. The questions about which level to look at,
where to start and where to end in the causal chain, and when to label a CMO a CMO or the context
or outcome of another CMO cannot be answered by the definitions I had at hand. In addition, the
linearity of the CMO concept might lead to overlooking feedback and other circular mechanisms. Of
course causal chains are linear in time, but this aspect is not what the criticism about CMO being
linear is referring to. In my view, using CMO as a concept could not add to the practicality of setting
up of a logical model, but can nevertheless be useful to explain causal connections in a more abstract
way. Second, middle-range theory has proven to be a valuable notion, however, not helping with the
practice of research. As event ecology scholars also mention, the iteration between theory and data
is a good exercise to come to additional clues and to keep an open mind to explain reality (Walters
and Vayda, 2009). However, neither Pawson (2000) nor Walters and Vayda (ibid.) give a practical
instruction on how to conduct this iteration. Walters and Vayda seem to rely again on the trained
intuition of the researcher, suggesting that he keeps informed about theories in the field of his
investigation, but not being guided by only one theoretical notion when analysing his data. A further
development of this methodology is needed to apply it more easily in practice. Third, causal process
tracing with its focus on in-depth case description was useful in terms of preparing me to look for
particularly illuminating events. Its advanced application (see conclusion section) is too timeconsuming for a Master’s thesis though. Based on the three notions above, it seems the following
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three considerations are valuable for establishing causal connections: (1) Causal connections are not
necessarily linear if temporality is left out. Feedback and circular mechanisms should be taken into
consideration. (2) Iteration between theory and data is valuable for keeping an open mind when
trying to explain reality. It seems that a broad knowledge about theory allows the researcher best to
intuitively apply them in analysis. Researchers investigating the psychology of decision-making have
also come to the conclusion that intuition combines our knowledge faster than our conscious mind
can (Willenbrock, 2008). (3) In-depth knowledge of the case to be explained is necessary to draw
grounded conclusions about causal configurations.
Technography as the last element of the methodology has proven very useful for systematising
the data collection and describing the everyday life of the farm and its technological-administrative
task environment. However, it cannot answer why-questions, which means that it needs to be
complemented with another methodology in order to draw conclusions about causal configurations.
As already mentioned in the conclusion section, a technographic approach is also dependent on
choosing the right task and unit of analysis in order to be valuable for answering the research
question.
As far as the theories discussed are concerned, some gaps have been discovered which might be
interesting to pursue in future research.
Strategic niche management (SNM) and farm novelty have produced interesting insights about
how innovation in agriculture can come about. However, the link between the niche and the spread
of an innovation does not become clear. In the case at hand, the niche remains a niche, no matter if
the innovation is externally motivated like the ark farm concept or internally conceived like the
learning site. In addition, Karin as the project champion played a major role, but apart from the
champion playing a major role, no further detail about his / her role and the development of this role
was given. It will therefore for example be interesting to trace the pathway of an innovation, be it
externally or internally motivated, with a special focus on the actors and among them the champions
involved.
Cultural theory has been able to explain viability at a very abstract level. The criticism that cultural
theory is very static (Douglas, 1999) was not found to be substantial. It seems that cultural theory is
capable of explaining dynamics, but that scholars have so far focused more on using it for typologies.
Also the question about how individuals move in and out of the viable ways of life has remained
unanswered so far. Some things have been said about people choosing their way of life strategically
(Thompson et al., 1990, 6, 2003), but it seems this notion needs further elaboration. 6’s model of
institutional settlement is one attempt to focus more on the dynamic aspects of the theory.
However, his typology of institutional settlements based on the degree of similarity within and
between solidarities has been difficult to apply because he does not explain in detail what he means
with similarity. The theory would certainly gain from an elaboration of this concept.
Last but not least, styles of farming have been useful to get a more practical impression of the
viability of small farms. The importance of the farm’s network and with it the distinction between
weak and strong ties is a significant insight. In contrast to Granovetter’s original focus of individuals
(or organisations) using their network of weak ties actively (1983, 1973), the present case shows how
the network of weak ties can also be of use to someone if that person does not actively seek to make
use of it. This might be interesting to investigate more with future research.
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Having mentioned all these possible options for future research, one last interesting practical
question remains. Based on the analysis presented and the theoretical insights elaborated above,
plus the interest in finding and leveraging innovation and innovative niches: Could innovative niches
be detected with the help of not-for-profit projects such as the ark farm project? Maybe the
characteristics of people who take up these kinds of ideas can lead to the cradles of innovation – just
as the Storrers have invented the learning site concept at the same time as becoming an ark farm.
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